COMBAT OPERATIONS OFFICE MANUAL
By RA Hawkins
--- First Edition---

WELCOME TO THE COO MANUAL!
Within this guide, you will find the key information you will need to be a member of the COO
Office. It covers the full range of standard duties of the Combat Operations Officer, and their
assistant/s.
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Role of the COO

Top

The Role of the Combat Operations Officer is to oversee the whole Multiplayer aspect of life
in the TIE Corps.
The full description can be found in the TIE Corps Pilot Manual, on pg. 11. However, a copy
can be found as Appendix 1, below.
The role primarily includes:











Writing weekly reports;
Appointment of a COOA;
Approving multiplayer matches for all platforms (LoC / LoS);
Creating and coordinating multiplayer specific competitions and combat events;
Recommending medals for pilot performance;
Coordinating TC participation in external multiplayer events;
Seeking new Multiplayer Opportunities;
Attending online meetings;
Communicating pilot performance to Squadron and Wing Commanders; and
The ongoing development and improvement of the Combat Operations Office.

The bulk of the work is in processing LoC and LoS submissions. As of September 2015, it is
common for over 1500 submissions to be made a month. This is a huge role, and can take up
to a couple of hours a week. This likely makes the Combat Operations Office the busiest part
of the TC, processing up to four times the number of missions flown in comparison to Single
Player missions, all of which are done manually. As such, the position of the COO is one of
great responsibility.
The second biggest role is the writing of reports. Each weekly report can take a significant
amount of time to complete, so time needs to be set aside to create them. Effective
communication is key to the success of the Combat Operations Office.
Throughout all the various activities of the COO, he/she must ensure they take a long term
view of the development and improvement of the Combat Operations Office.
Appointment of a COOA
There are two common methods of appointment – application or recommendation.
If the post is to be applied for, the post must be advertised widely, and opened to all TC
members. There is no rank restriction on the position of COOA. The COO, in consultation with
the outgoing COOA where possible, should review all applications and select the pilot most
appropriate to the role. The post should not just go to the highest ranked applicant, or the
longest term member, but to the applicant who would bring the most benefit to the COO
Office, and who the COO feels will work best within the COO team. The benefit of this system
is that a wide pool of pilots will be available to choose from, and the opportunity given to all
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members of the TC. The negative side is that some people can be disappointed if their
application is unsuccessful.
If the post is offered via recommendation, then the COO or COOA should make it clear as to
why that pilot is being recommended for the post. As long as the COO is satisfied with the
recommendation, they may select that pilot for the role. The advantage of this method is the
recommended pilot will more likely be known to have high levels of interest and dedication for
the role. The disadvantage is some pilots who are looking for promotion/leadership
opportunities may be missed.
If circumstances require it, there may be more than one COOA.
Once a new COOA has been selected, a period of handover should be organized so that the
pilot is ready to take on the role. This should be sorted out between the COO, outgoing COOA
and the incoming COOA.

Role of the COOA

Top

The roles of the Combat Operations Officer's Assistant are as follows:





Approving multiplayer matches for all platforms (LoC / LoS);
Writing weekly reports in the absence of the COO;
Standing in for the COO during any leave of absence;
Assisting the COO in the development and improvement of the Combat Operations
Office.

The main role of the COOA is to assist with the processing of LoC and LoS submissions. As
stated above, it is common for over 1500 submissions to be made a month. The COOA needs
to be processing screens two or three times a week, and communicating with the COO if this
is not possible in any given week.
The COOA may additionally be given responsibility to run different Combat Operations Office
Office Competitions, as detailed below.
A brief description of the role of assistants can be found in the TIE Corps Pilot Manual, on pg.
13.
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Submitting Multiplayer Screens

Top

Examples of submission screens can be found in Appendix 2.
Screen-shots are submitted by one pilot who has taken part in a multiplayer match on behalf
of all competing players. Any matches submitted by more than one player risk being denied
as duplicate screens. Screen-shots must clearly display the scores/kills/objectives achieved
by each pilot listed on the Report. Having screen-shots that do not show listed pilots, or show
pilots who are not otherwise listed but meet LoC/LoS requirements, are grounds the report to
be denied.
Player vs Player (PvP)
For Player vs Player (PvP) matches, only pilots on the winning team who meet the minimum
requirements for an LoC must be listed on the report. Pilots on the winning team who do
not meet minimum requirements should not be listed. All pilots on the losing team must be
listed, even if they do not meet minimum LoC requirements (they lost, they won't get an LoC
anyway).
Minimum requirements for an LoC are:
The pilot:
 Was on the winning team/achieved a Victory;
 Scored at least 1 kill OR scored 1 objective OR survived as a Captain in an Star
Conflict Combat Recon match.
◦ In the case of Battlefront 3, which separates PvP Kills and AI Kills, a minimum of 1
'Kill' (PvP Kill) must be achieved. The screen background must be 'in the air'.
Player vs Enemy (PvE)
For Player vs Enemy (PvE) matches, where TC pilots team up with other to compete against
NPC enemies, all pilots on the winning team who meet the minimum requirements for an
LoS must be listed on the report. Pilots on the winning team who do not meet minimum
requirements should not be listed.
Minimum requirements for an LoS are:
The pilot:
 Achieved a Victory;
 Scored at least 1 kill OR scored 1 objective OR achieved a Victory in a Star Conflict;
Poseidon Complex match with a minimum Efficiency of 500.
Note: The Poseidon Complex match featured a team of players attacking an NPC Capital
Ship, which often results in scores that show no kill, assists or objectives. In this case, a score
of 500 Efficiency is considered sufficient for a LoS, and stands as an exception to the normal
submission rules.
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Processing Legions of Combat (LoC)

Top

'Processing' is the way in which reported Multiplayer matches are recorded by the TC.
It is done from the Combat Operations Office Administration area, available via your
administration page on the main TIE Corps webpage.
You will see an option like this:

Clicking on the 'Process Reported Multiplayer Match' link will show this screen:

Here
you can
see a
screen
submitt
ed by
RA
Hawkin
s for
Star
Conflict.
You can
Approv
e,
Approv
e (no
LoC),
Deny or
Skip
each
screen.
Up to
ten screens will be listed on a page at a time. Often, more than one screen is submitted in a
single submission to show multiple pilot results.

The instructions on the page guide you:
 For each match, check if you wish to approve, approve without LoCs, deny or skip it to
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process it later.
If you wish to deny it, you can optionally enter a reason (and are encouraged to do so).
Legions of Combat will be automatically added to players' profiles following normal LoC
awarding rules.
You may also "approve (no LoCs)" the match to prevent any automatic LoC from being
awarded. This option is meant to be used for combat events results completeness
ONLY.
Distinguished Flying Crosses will have to be recommended manually via the
recommend medals form.
Winning players will receive automatic e-mail notification of their LoCs.
If the match is approved without LoCs, notifications won't be sent; pertinent LoCs are
supposed to be awarded already.
If Combat Events are not '24/7 LoCs' they will be added along with game platforms
used to all TIE Corps and Emperor's Hammer Command Staff members participated
events list if there are no previous records for them.
Note that for the time being only "1 - 0 kills" reports are being accepted for Star
Conflict, Galactic Starfighter and Battlefront 3 matches.

To review a screen, wait until all thumbnail images have loaded, then click on a screenshot.
An enlarged preview will be displayed that you can examine to check it is valid, and identify
any information that needs recording for competitions.
For a submission to be valid, the following conditions must be met:





The match result was a Victory;
The player has a minimum of 1 Kill OR 1 objective achieved OR has survived as
Captain in a Comabt Recon mission in Star Conflict;
In Battlefront 2015 (sometimes called BF3), a minimum of 1 'Kill' as opposed to 'AI Kill'
is required.
All reported players are shown in the match report screenshots.

Failure to meet these requirements is usually grounds for denial.
Note: To tell if a pilot has survived as a Star Conflict Captain, you are looking for the 'Golden
Skull' under the Medal Achieved section of the match report:
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NOTE: Many screens are reported in German. Sieg! means 'Victory'!
Players will automatically be notified of their LoC achievements in the automated weekly
email summary report.
Denying a Submission
When Denying a submission, always save a copy of the denied screenshot for later
review, or in case the pilot requests it. Please use the following message format:
Screen-shot titled screen-shot name has been denied because reason for denial. Any further
action required by the submitting pilot. Processing Officer's name has saved a copy of the
screen if required.
EXAMPLE:
Screenshot titled 12970-65826-screenshot-150922-193952 has been denied because only FA
Elwood the Brave is listed on the submission screen, but COL Crsepe is also shown as a
player on the winning team. Please resubmit screen and include both pilots on the submission
form. RA Hawkins has saved a copy of the screen if required.
If the COOA is ever unsure as to whether a screenshot should be denied or not, please email
the COO and let them know which screen they need to review.
Common Reasons for Denial:







Failure to meet minimum match requirements (no kills, objectives or Captain medal)
Failure to attach a screenshot;
Screenshot is not a match report, but from another in-game scene;
One or more TC pilots are on the screenshot, but not the report form;
One or more TC Pilots are on the report form, but not the screenshot;
Duplicate of a screenshot already submitted and processed.
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Processing Legion of Skirmish (LoS)

Top

Processing Legions of Skirmish is almost identical to processing Legions of Combat.
It is also done from the Combat Operations Office Administration area, available via your
administration page on the main TIE Corps webpage.
Again, you will see an option like this:

Clicking on the 'Process Reported Multiplayer Co-op Match' link will show this screen:

The text at the top is a guide to processing:


For each match, check if you wish to approve, approve without LoSs, deny or skip it to
process it later.

If you wish to deny it, you can optionally enter a reason (and are encouraged to do so).
 Legions of Skirmish will be automatically added to players' profiles following normal
LoS awarding rules.
 You may also "approve (no LoSs)" the match to prevent any automatic LoS from being
awarded. This option is meant to be used for combat events results completeness
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ONLY.
Distinguished Flying Crosses will have to be recommended manually via the
recommend medals form.
Winning players will receive automatic e-mail notification of their LoSs.
If match is approved without LoSs, notifications won't be sent; pertinent LoSs are
supposed to be awarded already.
If Combat Events are not '24/7 LoCs' they will be added along with game platforms
used to all TIE Corps and Emperor's Hammer Command Staff members participated
events list if there are no previous records for them.
Note that for the time being only "1 - 0 kills" reports are being accepted for Star
Conflict, Galactic Starfighter and Battlefront 3 matches.

For a submission to be valid, the following conditions must be met:




The match result was a Victory;
The player has a minimum of 1 Kill OR 1 objective achieved OR has a minimum of 500
Efficiency in a Star Conflict; Poseidon Complex match;
All reported players are shown in the match report screen-shots.

Failure to meet these requirements is usually grounds for denial.
Players will automatically be notified of their LoC achievements in the automated weekly
email summary report.

Denying a Submission
When Denying a submission, use the same process as above; save a copy of the screenshot,
and use the same message format as for LoC denials.
If the COOA is ever unsure as to whether a screen-shot should be denied or not, please email
the COO and let them know which screen they need to review.
Common Reasons for Denial:







Failure to meet minimum match requirements (no kills, objectives or below 500 EFF in
Poseidon Complex matches)
Failure to attach a screenshot;
Screenshot is not a match report, but from another in-game scene;
One or more TC pilots are on the screenshot, but not the report form;
One or more TC Pilots are on the report form, but not the screenshot;
Duplicate of a screenshot already submitted and processed.
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Managing Combat Events

Top

Combat Events are managed by the COO, supported by the COOA.
COO Combat Events must be for one of the approved MP platforms.
Combat Events are all set and managed via the 'Manage Combat Events for the Combat
Center' Option on your Administration page:

From here you can add a new event, modify and existing event, or modify a pilot's
participation in combat events.
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Adding New Events

Fill in the details as much as possible. Ensure the Event Information makes victory conditions
clear, inlcuding the requirements for achieving the DFC.
Battlestats:
http://www.battlestats.com/ is a service that tracks combat events during inter-club events.
Full details on making good use of Battlestats can be found here:
http://www.battlestats.com/help/
Note: This service has not been used in some time, but should be monitored for possible
future use.

Modify an Existing Combat Event
Once you have selected the appropriate event, it returns you to the entry screen shown
above, where combat events can be modified as required.
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Modify a Pilot's Participated Combat Events Record
Each pilot's participation in Combat Events needs to be recorded via the 'modify a pilot's
participated combat events record.
Pilots may be located using the TC pin, or their nickname.
Each combat event is listed numerically, and the game systems involved listed beside it.
For any given event, each pilot's participation is recorded by game mode. Every game mode
for which they have submitted a screen-shot should be selected (indicated by a tick appearing
in the box), whether it is a victory or not, as this is a record of participation, rather than
achievement.
This should be edited monthly, else it will build up to a huge end of year job!
A pilot's participation history can be viewed at the bottom of their Combat Record on their
profile.
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Managing Competitions / Events

Top

Competitions are managed by the COO and COOA in partnership. By agreement, the COO
may set all competitions, or agree to set some and the COOA others. This is to be decided by
the COO and COOA in collaboration.
COO competitions must be for one of the approved MP platforms, although officers are free to
run other competitions related to either the COO, or others they wish to personally oversee.
Setting Up Competitions
Competitions are all set via the 'Submit a new Competition to IWATs' Option on your
Administration page:

It brings you to the following page:

Fill in all sections:
Name: Give the competition an appropriate name – SC PVP Objectives, for example.
Start Date: Usually the 1s of the month.
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End Date: Usually the last weekend of the month, probably the last Saturday. This is so that
the competition results can be announced in the final COO Report of the month.
Medals to be won: The normal text would be:
If there are 3 or more competitors, the 1st place pilot will receive and IS-GW, 2nd will get an ISSW, and 3rd an IS-BW. If there are only two competitors, 1st will be an IS-SW, and so on.
Competition Description: Give enough detail so the competition is clear. Don't go on too
long, or make the requirements vague. If any special submission procedure is required, such
as emailing submissions to the COO/COOA, note it here.
EXAMPLE 1:
This Competition is to gain the highest number of Objectives throughout the month of
October.
The PvP captures, bombs deployed etc, will accumulate throughout the month, calculated by
the COO and COOA automatically through the normal submissions process.
The pilot with the highest total number objectives wins!
EXAMPLE 2:
This competition marks the beginning of the revitalization of the TC's Combat Center. It needs
a major update and overhaul! So, to get you involved, your challenge is to:
Design a new banner or header image for the Combat Center.
You may submit as many entries as you wish - each will be entered into the final running.
Entries should be emailed to RA Hawkins at please nedius@gmail.com
Remember, Wings (W) for combat, Ribbons (R) for other competitions.
COO Competitions are often held for:
 Highest single Kills or Assists in a game mode (PvP or PvE)
 Highest single Objective Count (PvP or PvE)
 Highest cumulative kills/assists/objectives achieved, etc.
 ...and so on.
There are two standing monthly competitions as of 2015, linked to our most popular gaming
platform; Star conflict. These run for the whole year, but are calculated monthly, and a final
end of year count. They are 'MP Ace of the TIE Corps' and 'MP Co-Op Ace of the TIE
Corps'. These competitions are tracked on the TIE Corp's Multiplayer Kill Board, and
Multiplayer Co-op Kill Board respectively. The COO is responsible for tracking and awarding
medals for these on-going competitions.
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Tracking Competitions
Competitions are currently tracked using Google Docs – Google Sheets specifically. An
example of a tracking page can be seen below.

To create a tracking sheet such as this, you will need a Google ID. Log into Google, and go to
https://docs.google.com . Click the menu icon (top left) and select sheets. Create a new
sheet, name it, and you are ready to begin creating the sheet. Rename it something
appropriate (under the 'File' drop-down menu), and remember to share it with relevant
Officers (i.e. COO, COOA, TCCOM, SOO).
You will need to use this sheet whenever processing LoC or LoS reports that have
competition implications, including the Highest Kills + Half Assists for PvP, which tracks
achievement in the COO's Monthly Challenge Combat Event.
TIP: Include the pilot rank. It makes report writing easier if you don't need to look that up as
well...
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Awarding Medals

Top

Medals will be awarded by the COO, and cannot be awarded by the COOA, even in the
absence of the COO – their permissions on the Admin page will not allow it. If the COO is
unable to do so, the COOA must ask the TCCOM or other senior officer to award the medals
on the COO's behalf.
Legions of Combat/Skirmish are awarded automatically during the Multiplayer processing
system.
Note: In the event that a match was reported by email (for example, because more than 2
screens were required to process the match), the easiest way to grant a LoC/LoS is to then
submit a MP report on behalf of the Pilots in the match, with as many screens as you can add,
then to process that report immediately. Multiple reports can be submitted to achieve this, as
long as each pilot receives no more than 1 LoC/LoS per match reported.
The majority of medals recommended by the COO will be Iron Stars.
Iron Stars with Gold/Silver/Bronze Wings are awarded for combat competitions.
Iron Stars with Gold/Silver/Bronze Ribbons may be awarded for non-combat Combat
Operations Office competitions (such as designing banners for the Combat Operations
Office).
Iron Stars with Platinum Wings/Ribbons may be awarded for whole TC competitions, but are
usually saved for End of Year cumulative results, such as the MP and MP Co-op Killboards.
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The Distinguished Flying Cross
Original explanation by VA Zósite Kónstyte Styles, edited by RA Hawkins

First the first: DFCs CANNOT be ever awarded for any activity outside a COO approved
Combat Event. And I said Combat Event, not competition.
Also, multiple DFCs can be awarded on a single Combat Event if more than one EH-CS/TC
member qualify AND they're all tied for 1st place (quite difficult to see though!).
That being said, the following requirements must be met:
1) Be the best EH ranking player (not necessary the absolute best player during interclub events); in case of a tie, if requirements 2) and 3) are both met, DFCs can be awarded
to ALL tiers as explained above.
2) Beat a minimum of 3 different players on that Combat Event; you need to actually
defeat a minimum of three other (and different!) players, no matter if they're EH members or
not. Not necessary to say that on 3v3, 4v4, etc. matches this requirement can be met with a
single match as long as you're on the winning team. Quite easy on crowded platforms like
Star Conflict!
3) Have a win-lose ratio of at least +3; i.e.: 3 wins - 0 loses, 4 wins - 1 lose, etc. So, YES,
you need a very minimum of 3 matches won on that Combat Event to qualify with not a single
loss, or 4 wins and 1 lose, etc. And 2v2, 3v3, 1v1v1 (free-for-all) matches all them count as
just 1 match too. Note that it's important that all Combat Event matches must be reported to a
COO Office member BY E-MAIL, unless expressly stated otherwise in the event description!
Both wins AND LOSES by just one of the match players; this way a COO Office member
can report all matches himself on the Combat Center using the Combat Event # and all them
will appear on the CE page. This is especially important during Raise the Flag competitions.
4) Any exceptions to any of these rules must be agreed by at least one other member of the
TC or EH admiralty (as in the case of the COO's Star Conflict Monthly Challenge).
As you can see trying to meet all these requirements is not a walk in the park and that's
how it should be: DFCs must NOT be easy to acquire...

Note: Description of each medal discussed her can be found in the TIE Corps Pilot Manual,
on pg. 23.
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COO Reports

Top

COO Reports have been previously done monthly, or half monthly. However, ideally, they
should be done weekly, and only done less frequently after agreement with the TCCOM.
Each report needs to include the following sections:






COO Office News
COO Competition Updates (including next month's competitions in last report of month)
COO Competition Results (last report of the month)
Avenger Squadron Update/News
COO's Activity Report

It may also include additional features such as:






Fiction
Introduction
And finally
Summary of other MP competitions not set by COO Office
COOA Report

The COOA may, at times, be asked to write the report on behalf of the COO during a leave of
absence.
Reports are usually numbered beginning at 1 for each new COO.
Appendix 3 shows the same report as raw HTML code.
Copies of full HTML reports are available via the TIE Corps report archive:
http://tc.emperorshammer.org/showreport.php?id=7
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Other Communications

Top

There will be many times when the COO needs to make other official communications on top
of the usual level of communication between pilots and the TC admiralty.
Reasons for official COO communications may include:




Contacting a pilot to discuss report submission procedures
Contacting squadron CMDRs / WCs to inform about pilot activity that may not
otherwise be advertised (such as unusual achievement in competitions) that may
impact Monthly Squadron Evaluation awards.
Contacting pilots/admiralty in cases of suspected cheating (very rare!)

In all cases, the COO/COOA should exemplify TC communications protocols.
See Appendix 4 for an example HTML coded communication template.
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Avenger Squadron

Top

Avenger Squadron is a special 'honorary' squadron that pilots are able to join through
attaining high levels of activity in PvP Multiplayer.
The current status of Avenger Squadron is under review.
For the year 2015, Avenger Squadron was made up of the top 12 pilots from the yearly
section of the MP Kill Board.
The COO is not usually a member of Avenger Squadron. In the event that the COO ever is
within the top 12 MP Pilots, they will be replaced by the next highest ranked pilot.
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Appendices

Top

App. 1

Back

Combat Operations Officer (COO/TC-4)
Position Description: The Combat Operations Officer is in charge of all multiplayer activities
throughout the TIE Corps and is responsible for organizing multiplayer events both within the
TIE Corps and with other outside organizations and clubs. The Combat Operations Officer's
primary duties are coordination of multiplayer pilots, expanding multiplayer activities and
approving multiplayer-oriented awards.
Rank: Rear Admiral upon appointment, may be promoted up to Fleet Admiral.
Responsibilities:
Writing weekly reports;
Approving multiplayer matches for all platforms;
Creating and coordinating multiplayer specific competitions and events;
Coordinating TC participation in external multiplayer events; and
Attending online meetings.
Contact Requirements: Moderate to high. The COO will constantly receive mails from
multiplayers with match results for his events and other MP related inquiries. Response time
should not exceed 24 hours.
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APP. 2a

Back

Multiplayer Submission Screen:

Multiplayer Co-Op Submission Screen:
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APP. 2a

Back

Battlefront Submission Screen:
(note the 'in the air' nature of backdrops)
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APP. 3

Back
REPORT – RAW HTML CODE

<html>
<head>
<title>COO REPORT</title>
</head>
<body style='font-family:Arial'>
<table width="100%" border="1" bordercolor="#0B0B3B" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10" rules="all"
bgcolor="#030312" link=BLUE vlink=BLUE alink=BLUE>
<tr bgcolor="#030312">
<td><center><img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/banners/Aggressor.png"></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54" align="left"> COO
REPORT #4<img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54"
align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=black size=3>
<b>FROM:</b> COO/RA Hawkins<br>
<b>DATE SUBMITTED:</b> 25th October 2015</font></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54" align="left"> TALES
FROM THE AGGRESSOR<img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84"
height="54" align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=black size=3>
<i><b>It was short past midnight, a long day with evals and a hell lot of paperwork had barely come to
an end. Woody was just ogpong through the latest reports from Rear Admiral Hawkins. The latest activities were
succesful. But even those good messages made the report a dry lecture, and after all those hours of paperwork
of the day made Woody fall asleep.<br><br>
*****<br><br>
It was a hectic race to the next beacon. Woody in his Nyx flying like a deamon, Dempsey in her Interceptor flying
right next to him. 'Maybe this time we'll be able to get that beacon' Woody wispered while he checked the radar
screen for any signs of the oposing team. Nothing to see there et, but it was stil 2000 m before his board
computer would access the beacon and start capturing it.<br><br>
Then, out of no where as it seemed, the first bullets of the enemies fire hit his fighters shields making it glow in
bright light. Woody tryed to avoid the enemies fire, but his opponent seemed to be quite competent. Woody was
unable to shake him. After a short time his shields gave up the fight and a missile finished of the job, letting
Woody's cockpit turn into a fireball together with the rest of the fighter.<br><br>
*****<br><br>
"What the hell..." Woody shot up appalled and needed a second to realize where he was. The COO report was
lying on his desk. Woody still felt the heat of the exploding ship burning on his skin and the adrenaline rushing
through his veins. "That was an awesome dream, until I died." Woody shook his head. "Maybe I should get
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myself a couple of simulator sessions." Woody checked the time and decided to call it a night. "Tomorrow I will
give this report to Pell and get myself some time in my TD again." Woody stood up "It's been far too long since it
was on its last mission."
</b><br><br><br>
<b>Submitted by FA Elwood the Brave</b></i><br><br>
</tr>

<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54" align="left"> NEWS
<img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54"
align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=black size=3>
<b>LOC screenshots waiting to be processed:</b> 0 <br>
<b>LOS screenshots waiting to be processed:</b> 0 <br><br>
Since last week, I have been trying very hard to differntiate the time to the end of the month, and the
time till my week's holiday! As much as I'd wish that would give me more TC time, I've packed it so full of family
stuff, drinking trips, work (in a holiday! yay!) and other assorted shennanigans, I'll be lucky to see my dear old
cockpit for much more than a few mins at a time! However... Very soon I will have a new COOA bursting with
enthusaism and just desperate to process all those lovely sceens. Should free me up a bit!<br><br>
<b><u>THE SEARCH FOR A NEW COOA DRAWS TO A CLOSE</u></b><br><br>
The search for a new COOA has now ended. As of today, I have made my decision and will be contacting all the
applicants shortly in order to inform them of my choice. It was an insanely hard choice, as each candidate put in
a very strong application, and every one of them was deserving of the position. A huge thanks to <b>MAJ
Drachen</b>, <b>CM Jast</b>, <b>LCM Sparky</b> and <b>LT Silvius</b> for your excellent applications.
You'll hear from me soon. The official annoucnement and re-assignment will be organised for next weekend, to
allow a week of handover. <br><br>
<b><u>COO FICTION</u></b><br><br>
I hope you enjoyed Woody's submission this week! It is very fitting, and reflects the very reason why I
am inviting pilots to make fiction submissions. However - please do not wait for an invite! Any budding fiction
writer who would like to submit a story, please <a href="mailto:nedius@gmail.com?subject=COO
FICTION">email me</a> any fiction submissions you would like to write.<br><br>
<b><u>AVENGER SQUADRON</u></b><br><br>
Ideas have begun to come in for how to develop Avenger Squadron as a more meaningful entity within
the TC. Here are some of the suggestions so far:<br><br>
<i><b>One</b> - The problem with the current Avenger Squadron is that it's based on the same criteria as MP
Ace of the TIE Corps and MSE awards are also based on the same activity, so you can't award Iron Stars or
Merit Medals for being in Avenger Squadron the way it is now. So, change it. Turn Avenger Squadron into a
dueling society where pilots have to establish a 1v1 history against other TC pilots. The TC pilots with the top
twelve dueling records are Avenger Squadron members, at risk of losing their spot if other pilots are more active
duelers than they are. Records would have to be based on both win/loss ratio and overall matches played to
make that work. The problem is that this would only really work for XvT and XWA and all of the MP issues with
those platforms. You can duel in SC, but it might be weird (or might not?). Avenger Squadron members earn
Iron Stars based on how long they've remained members of Avenger Squadron and their position within the
squadron.<br><br>
<b>Two</b> - Make Avenger Squadron membership based on XvT and XWA MP only. Avenger Squadron
members earn Iron Stars based on how long they've remained members of Avenger Squadron and their position
within the squadron. Different from the previous idea because win/loss ratio isn't a factor , it's not just 1v1, and
MP PvE would also count.<br><br>
<b>Three</b> - Turn Avenger Squadron into a recognition program for TCoR and COO competition/event
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participation. Some number of points for each week/month/competition participated in, more points for winning.
At the end of the year, Avenger Squadron pilots would receive Iron Stars (or merit medals?) based their point
totals.</i><br><br><br>

Please, discuss these ideas by replying to this mail, and <a href="mailto:nedius@gmail.com?subject=Avenger
Squadron">email me</a> if you have any other ideas on how to move Avenger forward!<br><br>
</tr>

<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54" align="left"> COO
COMPETITIONS <img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84"
height="54" align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=BLACK size=3>
<b><u>This Month's Competitions:</u></b><br><br>
<i>Ok... this really IS the last week for this month's COO Competitions! The SC kills competition is very close,
with only 6 kills seperating the pilots in 1st and 5th place... One big push on Kills/Assists could easily change
things last minute! AD Pellaeon briefly overtook COL Aznable to land 2nd place in the SC objectives competion
only for Aznable to come back in the latter part of the week, whilst the battle for 2nd and 3rd place in the MP
COOP ACE competition is very close, with HA Dempsey and LT Silvius very close for 2nd place, only a short
way ahead of the 4th placed pilot (LT SuSaWo). A lot left to fly for in this last week!</i><br><br>
<b><a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/combat.php?id=85&type=info" style="color:
blue">COO Monthly Challenge 2015</a>:</b><i> - whole TC</i><br>
This competition will be for the coveted DFC. Your goal will be to submit a victory screenshot
with the highest number of kills plus half assists (rounded down) you can get in one round of Star Conflict's
Domination or Team Battle modes. Processed by the COO and COOA via the normal MP submission
process.<br><br>
<b>October Standings:</b><br>
<i>Top 3 ranked pilots:</i><br><br>
<b>1st</b> - GN Coranel Both<br>
<b>2nd</b> - LT Silvius<br>
<b>3rd</b> - LC Wraith<br><br><br>
<b><a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/competitions.php?id=2678&type=info" style="color:
blue">MP Ace Of The TIE Corps</a></b><i> - whole TC</i><br>
The <a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/mpkillboard.php?id=960&type=info" style="color:
blue">Multiplayer Kill Board</a> will used to keep track of points. Each LoC earns you a point for the
competition, and a DFC counts for 5 points. Whoever scores most points win. The numbers on the MP KillBoard
at the end of the month are the numbers that are tallied. If there are three participants then IS-GW/SW/BW, if
only two IS-SW/BW, etc. At the end of the year the top 3 pilots with the most points will receive IS-PW/GW/SW.
XWA, XvT, Star Conflict, and Freelancer-Freeworlds are the authorized platforms for this competition.<br><br>
<b>October Standings:</b><br>
<i>Top 3 ranked pilots:</i><br><br>
<b>1st</b> - LT Silvus - 244 Points<br>
<b>2nd</b> - LT SuSaWo - 130 Points<br>
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<b>3rd</b> - AD Pellaeon - 103 Points<br><br><br>
<b><a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/competitions.php?id=2743&type=info" style="color:
blue">MP Co-op Ace Of The TIE Corps</a></b><i> - whole TC</i><br>
The <a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/coopkillboard.php?id=960&type=info" style="color:
blue">Co-op Kill Board</a> will used to keep track of points. Each LoC earns you a point for the competition,
and a DFC counts for 5 points. Whoever scores most points win. The numbers on the MP KillBoard at the end of
the month are the numbers that are tallied. If there are three participants then IS-GW/SW/BW, if only two ISSW/BW, etc. At the end of the year the top 3 pilots with the most points will receive IS-PW/GW/SW. XWA, XvT,
Star Conflict, and Freelancer-Freeworlds are the authorized platforms for this competition.<br><br>
<b>October Standings:</b><br>
<i>Top 3 ranked pilots:</i><br><br>
<b>1st</b> - FA Elwood the Brave - 162 Points<br>
<b>2nd</b> - LT Silvus - 130 Points<br>
<b>3rd</b> - HA Dempsey - 127 Points<br><br><br>
<b><a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/competitions.php?id=2765&type=info" style="color: blue">Star
Conflict: PvP Objectives</a>:</b><i> - whole TC</i><br>
This competition is to achieve the highest accumulated Objectives in any Objective based PvP
battle. Each Objective you achieve will be added to your total, and the winner at the end of the month will be the
pilot with the highest number of objectives achieved across the entire month. Processed by the COO and COOA
via the normal MP submission process.<br><br>
<b>October Standings:</b><br>
<i>Top 3 ranked pilots:</i><br><br>
<b>1st</b> - LT Silvus<br>
<b>2nd</b> - COL Rau Aznable<br>
<b>3rd</b> - AD Pellaeon <br><br><br>

</font></td>
</tr>

<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54" align="left">
OTHER COMBAT COMPETITIONS <img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png"
width="84" height="54" align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=BLACK size=3>
<a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/competitions.php?id=2750" style="color: blue"><u><b>TIE Corps
on Recon 2015</b></u></a><i> - whole TC</i><br>
<a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/competitions.php?id=2694" style="color:
blue"><u><b>Hammer's MP Pilot of the Month</b></u></a><i> - Wing I</i></u><br>
<a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/competitions.php?id=2749" style="color: blue"><u><b>Sinner's
Delight</b></u></a><i> - Sin Squadron</i><br>
<a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/competitions.php?id=2692" style="color: blue"><u><b>Epsilon
MP Ace of the Month</b></u></a><i> - Epsilon Squadron</i><br>
<a href="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/competitions.php?id=2663" style="color: blue"><u><b>Thetan
Aces</b></u></a><i> - Theta Squadron</i><br>
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</td></font>
</tr>

<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54" align="left">
AVENGER SQUADRON <img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84"
height="54" align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=BLACK size=3>
For Avenger Squadron this year, we will be taking the top 12 pilots from the yearly total section of the
MP Kill Board. Should I ever make it to the list, I will be removed and the next one in line will be the 12th
member.<br><br>
FA Elwood the Brave <br>
HA Anahorn Dempsey<br>
CM Doc<br>
AD Pellaeon<br>
LC Iceman<br>
MAJ Ulrich Drachen<br>
VA Plif<br>
CM Hellionexus<br>
CPT Nolij<br>
MAJ Wraith<br>
MAJ Wondra<br>
GN Dunta Polo<br><br>
<b><u>The Future of Avenger Squadron</b></u><br><br>
I would like to invite those pilots who are present, past or aspiring members of Avenger Squadron to
submit suggestions for developing and improving the squadron. With the hope of new gaming opportunities
following the new films, there could well be new opportunities do explore. As mentioned above, please <a
href="mailto:nedius@gmail.com?subject=Avenger Squadron">email me</a> if you have any ideas on how to
move Avenger forward!
</font></td>
</tr>

<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54" align="left"> COO'S
ACTIVITIES <img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54"
align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=BLACK size=3>
Mail activity, news activity<br>
Competed in Warrior Trivia Round III<br>
Flew SC missions<br>
Played Star War Commander<br>
Processed LoC and LoS - (300 in total) <br>
Submitted assigned TAC corrections<br>
Submitted audio pack for TIE-Free 290 - Kadorto Rescue<br>
Mission Design, and Audio pack processing for XWiTF<br><br>
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</font></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54" align="left"> AND
FINALLY... <img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54"
align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=BLACK size=3>
So, the ACUTAL last week before the end of this month's MP competitions! Please do consider
submitting a fiction for the report!<br><br><br>
<font color=BLACK size=3><i>respectfully submitted<br><br>
<b>RA Hawkins</b></i><br><br></font>
<b><font color=BLACK size=3>COO-TCT-TCS/RA Hawkins/TC-4/VSDII Aggressor<br></font></b>
<font size=1>SSx2/BS/PCx3/ISMx7/IS-8SW-21BW-2GR-2SR-16BR/MoI/MoT-4rh-4gh/LoC-CSx2Rx4/LoS-IS-CSx2-Rx2/MoC-1poc-1goc-1soc-6boc/CoLx2/CoS/CoB/OV-16E [LGNR] [Marksman 2nd] <br>
{IWATS-BFM-MCBS-MP/2-SFW-SGBMC-TM/1/3-TT-WIKI-XWAC-XWAI}<br></font>
<br><br><br></td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
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APP. 4

Back

COMMUNICATION – RAW HTML CODE

<html>
<head>
<title>COO COMMUNICATIONS</title>
</head>
<body style='font-family:Arial'>
<table width="100%" border="1" bordercolor="#0B0B3B" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10" rules="all"
bgcolor="#030312" link=BLUE vlink=BLUE alink=BLUE>
<tr bgcolor="#030312">
<td><center><img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/banners/Aggressor.png"></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84" height="54" align="left"> FROM
THE
OFFICE OF THE COO <img src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png" width="84"
height="54"
align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=black size=3>
<b>FROM:</b> ID OF SUBMITTER<br>
<b>DATE SUBMITTED:</b> DATE</font></td>
</tr>

<tr bgcolor="#0B0B3B">
<td><center><font color=WHITE size=4><b><img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png"
width="84" height="54" align="left"> NEWS <img
src="http://tc.emperorshammer.org/images/tccslinkbanners/coo.png"
width="84" height="54" align="right"></b></font></center></td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="BBBBBB">
<td allign="left"><font color=black size=3>
<b><u>TITLE</u></b><br><br>
TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT <br><br>
Thank you!<br><br><br>
<font color=BLACK size=3>respectfully submitted<br><br>
<b><i>SUBMITTER ID</b></i><br><br></font>
<b><font color=BLACK size=3>SUBMITTER FULL ID LINE<br></font></b>
<font size=1>SUBMITTOR FULL MEDAL LISTS<br>
SUBMITTER IWATS/IU COURSES<br></font>
<br><br><br></td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
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